Fluorosilicone bearing grease improves reliability of circuit breakers

Deteriorated or inadequate lubrication is a common cause of circuit breaker failures. Electric utilities that lubricate breaker bearings with a synthetic fluorosilicone grease can help reduce failures significantly and improve overall reliability. Molykote® 3451 Chemical Resistant Bearing Grease lasts longer than other oils and greases in harsh environments. It is proven effective in preventing equipment damage, extending maintenance intervals and reducing power outages.

Molykote® brand Smart Lubrication™ technology from Dow Corning is enhancing the performance and reliability of electric utility high-voltage circuit breakers. Extensive field experience shows that lubricating breaker bearings with Molykote® 3451 Chemical Resistant Bearing Grease – a synthetic fluorosilicone oil thickened with PTFE – reduces failure rates and helps avoid equipment damage and power disruptions that can have significant customer service and financial impacts.

In utility circuit-breaker maintenance strategies, Molykote® 3451 Chemical Resistant Bearing Grease provides:
- Longer lubricant life in harsh environments
- Superior wear and corrosion protection
- Reliability under heavy loads, in extreme heat and cold, and with intermittent operation
- High resistance to oxidation and drying out
- Prevention of sludge or varnish buildup

This fluorosilicone grease can help extend circuit breaker maintenance intervals up to 20 years or more and reduce problems and costs associated with slow trip times or failure to trip.
Your Global Connection
Dow Corning is a technology-driven solutions provider for the global oil and gas industry. Dow Corning customer service and engineering centers are strategically located in most world regions.

How Can We Help You Today?
Tell us about your industrial assembly and maintenance challenges. Let us put our expertise, application knowledge, and processing experience to work for you.

For more information about materials and capabilities, visit dowcorning.com/iam or molykote.com.

To discuss how we could work together to meet your specific needs, email industrial@dowcorning.com or go to dowcorning.com/ContactUs for a contact close to your location.
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HANDLING PRECAUTIONS
PRODUCT SAFETY INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR SAFE USE IS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS DOCUMENT. BEFORE HANDLING, READ PRODUCT AND MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS AND CONTAINER LABELS FOR SAFE USE. PHYSICAL AND HEALTH HAZARD INFORMATION. THE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET IS AVAILABLE ON THE DOW CORNING WEBSITE AT DOWCORNING.COM, OR FROM YOUR DOW CORNING SALES APPLICATION ENGINEER, OR DISTRIBUTOR, OR BY CALLING DOW CORNING CUSTOMER SERVICE.

LIMITED WARRANTY INFORMATION – PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
The information contained herein is offered in good faith and is believed to be accurate. However, because conditions and methods of use of our products are beyond our control, this information should not be used in substitution for customer’s tests to ensure that our products are safe, effective and fully satisfactory for the intended end use. Suggestions of use shall not be taken as inducements to infringe any patent.

Dow Corning’s sole warranty is that our products will meet the sales specifications in effect at the time of shipment.
Your exclusive remedy for breach of such warranty is limited to refund of purchase price or replacement of any product shown to be other than as warranted.

TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, DOW CORNING SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY.
DOW CORNING DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
Dow Corning and Molykote are registered trademarks of Dow Corning Corporation.
We help you invent the future and Smart Lubrication are trademarks of Dow Corning Corporation.
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